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Topic Overview
Module Four: Sales Systems and Planning
How was your Module 3? I hope you got a chance to draft an approach email or letter
so you get more comfortable with the process of reaching out to total strangers.
This week we are talking about how to organize and automate your sales process so
you know the status and veracity of prospects in your sales funnel.
There are 6 things to complete in this step, explained in detail on the Homework:
1. Choose a sales tracking tool
2. Map out your sales process for each product or service
3. See which of the steps you can automate
4. Estimate the number of prospects to engage before converting into a paying
customer
5. Map out “natural next step products” or “upsells”
6. Work the process, track progress and make adjustments!

Homework
1. Choose a sales tracking tool.
You want to organize information about prospects in your sales process so you
know:
• Who has expressed interest

•

When you followed up

•

What you sent them

•

When you promised to talk next

•

When you need to ask for a decision
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Depending on the nature of your business, it can be as simple as an Excel or
Google spreadsheet, or as sophisticated as Infusionsoft. Highrise, a 37 Signals
contact management tool.
The important thing is that you are using some standard tool to track where the
prospect is in the sales cycle.

2. Map out your sales process for each major product
For a simple service like hourly coaching, you may have three steps:
• Receive email inquiry

•

Send reply with link to more information about this service, and possible a link to
schedule a sales conversation

•

Conduct information call

•

Follow up one week later to ask for a decision (if they are interested but not ready,
you could put them in tickler status with a future follow up date)

Define the period of time between steps, and map to your follow up calendar.

3. See which of the steps you can automate
If you use a newsletter service or shopping cart with autoresponders, you can
pre-set a series of follow up messages to encourage people to remember to
sign up for a program or buy a product.
If you schedule live sales calls, I am a HUGE fan of online schedulers. I have used
Acuity Scheduling, but currently use Time Trade because I love the automatic
time zone adjustments.

4. Estimate the number of prospects you need engage with before getting a
paying client
Reflect on the amount of people you talked with before getting some of your
current clients. Use this figure to give yourself a break when every call doesn’t
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turn into a sale.
5. Map out natural “next” products or services, or “upsells”
If your people are happy with one product, what might be the next natural thing
they are looking for?
Automate follow up about these upsells. This can be known as “would you like
fries with that?” promotions, or “next step” promotions.
6. Work the process, track your progress and evaluate results!
Skip Miller used to say “Yes’ are great, Nos are great, Maybes will kill you.”
If you are getting Yes’, the right things are in place. Just do more of them!
If you are getting lots of Nos, evaluate each part of the sales process and make
tweaks (maybe you have the wrong o"er, maybe the price is too high or low,
maybe your sales letter does not provide enough proof of success, or many
other factors).
Please let me know how your sales go next year. If there is anything I can do to
support further learning, let me know!

It has been a joy to work with you in this program. Now get out there and sell
your heart out!
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